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SUBJECT: Academic Disciplinary Procedures 
 
 During the April 2015 and February 2015 AAC meeting, the council continued the 
discussion related to Academic Disciplinary Procedures that had previously been discussed 
during a joint meeting with the Student Affairs Council prior to the 2013 Board of Regents 
meeting.  The primary issue discussed by the group was the current approaches employed on 
campuses when academic disciplinary procedures emerge, whereby a decision beyond the impact 
on the student’s assignment or course grade is required. At a number of institutions, this final 
step has been delegated to Student Affairs and the discussion between the two councils focused 
on the need for representatives from both academic and student affairs to be involved.  Following 
discussion at the April AAC meeting, the council formed a subcommittee to include Deborah 
Dodge (USD) and Curtis Card (BHSU) to work with representatives from SAC to develop policy 
recommendations that would come back to the council for consideration.   
 

Sam Jennings (Dean of Students at SDSU) and Steve Bartle (Code of Conduct 
Coordinator at DSU) were appointed by SAC; however, the committee did not proceed with 
developing recommendations due to staffing changes for the AAC representatives.  AAC 
members should be prepared to discuss reconstituting this committee with a goal of developing 
recommendations that can be discussed by AAC/SAC at the November meeting.   
 
Background Academic Disciplinary Procedure Issues 
 

Prior to the February meeting, a Regental institution had been working to develop 
campus level policies to handle such disciplinary cases and the Chief Academic Affairs Officer 
and Legal Counsel were asked to weigh-in on the draft policy.  Stemming from these 
discussions, Jim Shekleton outlined a procedural framework that could serve as a starting point 
for such actions on campus which AAC reviewed in February.  This framework is noted below.  
AAC representatives raised two concerns during the February discussion: 1) the extent that the 
framework applies with BOR Policy 3:4 Student Conduct Code and Policy 2:9 Student Appeals 
for Academic Affairs; and 2) the impact modifications would have on institution policies which 
have recently been developed.  Currently the framework for Policy 3:4 specifies:  

http://www.sdbor.edu/services/academics/AAC/documents/BB_AAC0215.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/policy/3-Student_Affairs/documents/3-4.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/policy/2-Academic_Affairs/documents/2-9.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/policy/2-Academic_Affairs/documents/2-9.pdf
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1. A faculty member raises an allegation which denotes specific details of the alleged 
violation; 

2. Student conduct officer makes a determination related to the timeliness of the 
allegation, and determine merit;  

3. Upon a determination of merit a decision to address the issue through mutual consent 
of the parties whereby the student admits to the misconduct and accepts punishment; 

4. Within 15 days the conduct officer must present all allegations to student and a time 
set for a hearing 

5. Within 15 days of the notice a hearing must occur conducted by the student conduct 
officer; 

6. Following the hearing the conduct officer prepares written findings to include; 
a. Statement of factual findings 
b. Explanation of factual findings and conclusion related to misconduct 
c. Recommendations concerning appropriate sanctions 

7. Findings/conclusions provided to student  
 
 
Additionally, Board policy 2:9 does reference an appeal process for students when 

academic related decisions are involved.  
 
1. Appeals related to a student grade or academic decision are first discussed with the 

course instructor; 
2. If unresolved the student may appeal the matter to immediate administrative superior.  

If student complaint has merit then the administrator shall discuss with the instructor; 
3. If unresolved the president’s designee shall make the final decision which may result 

in changing of the grade or academic status; 
 
 

  The framework outline by Dr. Shekleton is an attempt to merge the issues in question 
stemming from BOR Policy 3:4 and 2:9 is outlined below.  AAC representatives should be 
prepared to discuss this framework and determine steps for working to formalize 
guidelines/policies that can best guide institutional practices.  
 

1. Faculty member spots that seems to be misconduct. 
2. Faculty member fills out form that:  

a. specifies the facts that are the basis for misconduct,  
b. specifies the academic measures (zero on assignment; grade for exercise), 
c. informs the student that the matter may be referred for discipline, 
d. informs the student that  

i. the student may acknowledge the misconduct and accept the grade, 
ii. dispute the misconduct and appeal or 

iii. dispute the academic action and appeal, and 
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e. informs the student that the academic action will be effective immediately. 
3. Faculty member presents form to student, affords student an opportunity to respond to the 

allegations and proposed action and give the student an opportunity to countersign the 
form, thereby indicating receipt of the document.   

4. NEW STEP: Faculty member submits form to VPAA’s designee.   
5. VPAA’s designee reviews form to determine whether to forward for disciplinary action. 
6. If student appeals, the VPAA’s designee reviews the form to determine: 

a. Whether the student disputes the facts or 
b. Whether the student disputes the academic action. 

7. Where the student disputes the facts, the VPAA’s designee reviews the form to 
determine: 

a. Whether the facts can only be determined through the use of academic judgment 
(not likely in the academic misconduct context, but may be a factor where, e.g., 
question arises whether a student reached high C when singing a role);  

b. Whether the factual dispute can be resolved without the necessity of academic 
judgment. 

8. Where the VPAA’s designee determines that the factual dispute can be resolved without 
the necessity of academic judgment, the factual dispute will be referred for review and 
determination under the fact-finding procedures of the student conduct code for the 
resolution of disputed evidentiary facts. 

9. At the conclusion of the evidentiary fact-finding, the findings will be referred back to the 
VPAA’s designee, who shall submit to the official responsible for the academic appeal, 
and the evidentiary findings will provide the sole basis for completion of the review of 
the academic appeal. 

10. Where an academic misconduct dispute involves both the faculty member’s academic 
action and disciplinary charges brought under the student conduct code, a single hearing 
shall be held to determine disputed evidentiary facts. 
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